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Today, we’re proud to present an exciting selection of poems by the acclaimed Romanian poet 
Nora Iuga translated by Adam J. Sorkin and Diana Manole. Don’t let their brief appearance 
fool you: these eleven short poems burn and slash their way out into the open with their searing 
language. It’s such a joy to feature one of the most significant women poets from Romania 
whose work we cherish and admire.  
 
We’d love to hear from you: find us on Twitter @TranslateMonth, tag us on 
Twitter @TranslateMonth and share using #NTM2019 and #TranslateMonth2019, join our 
mailing list, submit a translation month event, or like our Facebook page. We hope you’ll join us 
and celebrate your favorite translations of women poets throughout September. 
 
—Claudia Serea and Loren Kleinman 
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Poems from Dangerous Caprices 

by Nora Iuga 
 

translated from Romanian by 
Adam J. Sorkin and Diana Manole 

 
 
 

 
how sentimental this flesh awaiting 
the magic of another’s fingers to make it bloom 
and everywhere the obscure 
corridors of fear 
that begin in spring’s early buds 
 
 
 
my aged mother  
told me this morning 
of a dream with two chicks 
that had just one head 
 
I worried 
that she’d discovered our secret 
what are you doing   throw more wood on the fire 
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keep my flame burning a little longer 
it’s only october   cold wars break out 
I close my eyes    and prepare myself 
to see in the dark 
 
 
 
when the coiled spring snaps 
when my poetry gets buried  
under perfumed black stockings  
and father serghie 
again cuts his finger  
in his monk’s cell   I’ll step out into the street 
and parlay with the dogs and the streetlamps 
 
 
 
I should hide 
behind these dark glasses 
and wait for a sign from you 
– a glove thrown down in a desert – 
I should walk hand in hand with my shadow 
like a blind person walking with a premonition 
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I sit in a waiting room 
I try to find the similarity 
between a fingernail and a pearl 
 
the comical emerges from death  
just the way I emerge from my room in the morning 
 
 
 
it’s easy to do without  
your body 
when I can invent it 
at a moment’s notice 
all those silent conversations 
spread across paper 
like butter on a slice of bread 
my little drug 
I’m aware that I cheat 
but I don’t notice 
when I step on a baby swallow 
while walking 
 
 
 
how many tender gestures 
does a woman need  
to fall in love 
all are hidden beneath waves 
and the schooner’s cabin door 
is about to come off 
in the continuous rocking 
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I’m afraid of your body 
you pity my body 
our bodies are incompatible  
two inmates snoring in the same cell 
lilies when they sleep  
ravens when they wake 
 
 
 
again nothing happens 
I have an x-ray 
two black pigeons 
under my left shoulder blade 
fear can be  
so beautiful 
 
 
 
why don’t you believe 
that at nightfall 
your love awakens  
that from the small abandoned flag stop 
an endless freight train of words sets forth 
the sky’s a gigantic fish  
it shakes and scales of snow fall 
I dream of my thoughts arriving in the world 
embodied in a man 
I dream of a military tarp 
to cover this car 
that races and races its engine 
shaking me  
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About the author 
 

 

 
Nora Iuga (the pseudonym of Eleonora Almosnino), one of the most important, productive, and 
original Romanian writers and translators, was born on 4 January 1931 and made her editorial 
debut in 1968 with the collection of poems It Isn’t My Fault. Her career has now spanned five 
decades. Soon after her first book, under the accusation that her work disseminated “morbid 
eroticism” and would have a bad influence on the younger generation, between 1971 and 1978 
Iuga was banned by the communist censors from publishing fiction and poetry; her books were 
also withdrawn from public libraries and bookstores. Since then, she has published 15 volumes 
of poetry, including Opinions on Pain (1980, which won the Writers’ Union Prize) and, most 
recently, The Wet Dog is a Willow Tree (2013). Among her seven books of prose are Leopold 
Bloom’s Soap (1993, the Writers’ Union Prize winner), The Sixty-Year-Old Woman and the 
Young Man (2000, which also won the Writers’ Union Prize), and her fifth and most recent 
novel, Harald and the Green Moon (2014). Iuga has published 30 books of translation from 
German and Swedish, as well, and celebrated volumes of Romanian poetry in German. Her first 
book in English, The Hunchbacks’ Bus, translated by Adam J. Sorkin and Diana Manole (Bitter 
Oleander, 2016), was longlisted for the 2017 National Translation Award in Poetry. The poems 
here are from Nora Iuga’s Dangerous Caprices (Capricii periculoase, 1998). 
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About the translators 
 
 

Diana Manole is a poet, playwright, dramaturg, translator and 
scholar who immigrated to Canada in 2000. Her books include 
Angel with a Canadian Visa (2011), Oh, That's Too Much! (2000), 
Evening Habits (1998), and Love on the Elevator (1997). Manole’s 
work has appeared in English in The Nashwaak Review, Maple 
Tree Literary Supplement, Untethered, and Grain Magazine in 
Canada, Poem and Modern Poetry in Translation in the U.K., and 
Fence, Absinthe, Cider Press Review, Sakura Review, Cutthroat 
and Lunch Ticket in the U.S, among other literary journals. In 
2018, Manole (jointly with Sorkin) was awarded second prize in 
the John Dryden Translation Competition, for their versions of 
works from the prominent Moldovan writer Emilian Galaicu-
Păun’s volume of selected poetry, a-z.best, which are appearing in 
Comparative Critical Studies. 

 

 

 

Adam J. Sorkin is a translator of contemporary Romanian 
literature. He has published more than sixty books, most 
recently: The Hunchbacks’ Bus by Nora Iuga, translated with 
Diana Manole (Bitter Oleander, 2016), longlisted for the 2017 
National Translation Award in Poetry; Syllables of Flesh by 
Floarea Țuțuianu, translated with Irma Giannetti (Plamen Press) 
and A Deafening Silence by Magda Cârneci, translated with 
Mădălina Bănucu and Cârneci (Shearsman Books), both 2017; 
and The Barbarians’ Return by Mircea Dinescu, translated with 
Lidia Vianu (Bloodaxe Books, 2018). Sorkin and Manole have 
also translated Nora Iuga’s Dangerous Caprices (Capricii 
periculoase, 1998); other poems from this collection are 
appearing in the New Humanist, Bitter Oleander and Ezra. 
Sorkin is Distinguished Professor of English Emeritus, Penn 
State Brandywine. 

 


